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Grading Philosophy: Assignments and evaluations are graded to an absolute standard designed to assess your 
level of competency in the course material.  Minor adjustments may be made in the determination of final letter 
grades, but there is a limited amount of “curving” in this 
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8. Experimental lab reports should be completed using software such as Microsoft Word. Group reports 
should not be folded and all group member names with relevant assignment information must appear 
on the cover page. Bottom line -  subm it all work with a professional appearance.  Neatness, 
clarity, and completeness really do count in the work world! 

 
9. Detailed guidelines for laboratory reports and presentations will be distributed and reviewed 

separately. Labs are written up and presented in groups, and initially graded as a group  effort. 
Final individual grades for each l ab assignment, however, will reflect an anonymous peer 
evaluation of the group members and professor assessment.  The peer assessment is a 
multiplying factor that can significantly alter your individual grade relative to the group grade. This is 
done to promote fairness in assigning group grades where individual contributions to the group’s work 
may be unequal, but also to promote equal contribution from all group members.  

 
10. Always have a clicker and a calculator in the lectures. 

 
11. Use of MATLAB is required. 

 
12. Attendance at  all scheduled lecture/discussion and laboratory periods is expected  unless an 

excused absence is approved in advance. Some of the material covered in class is not in the textbook. 
Unit quizzes may be assigned in advance of a lecture and given again in the lecture to reinforce 
material retention. Like the exams, there are no  
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